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The Madness of Futures Orders. 
May 2014 Newsletter 
 
I spent 10 years in the sporting goods business, in both footwear and in outdoor/camping 
goods. These seasonal businesses have been built on “futures orders,” in which retailers are 
encouraged—through discounts and other financial or marketing incentives—to place orders 
with the vendors six to nine months before product delivery. Wall Street loves futures orders: 
the volume of a company’s future order backlog indicates the strength of the new product line 
and the brand. 
 
Futures orders may be great for an individual brand, but they’re absolutely terrible for the 
industry as a whole. What’s good for the goose is definitely not good for the gander—or the 
gaggle, for that matter. 
 
If you’re Nike, say, the futures order enables you to lock up the retailers’ open-to-buy dollars. 
That means you get predictable sales, and you keep competitors off the retailers’ shelves. But 
when the entire industry drives retailers to forecast their sales so far in advance, it creates all 
the traditional problems stemming from batch production for both manufacturers and retailers. 
Cash is tied up in huge loads of inventory. A/R balloons. Manufacturing, logistics, and sourcing 
are more susceptible to unexpected disruptions such as labor (strikes at the port, for example), 
weather, machinery breakdowns, etc. And retailers that have committed to products that might 
not be right for them due to myriad, unpredictable factors now lack the financial flexibility to 
respond to changing market conditions.  
 
But it doesn’t have to be this way.  
 
Ruffwear, a maker of products for dogs that enable them to join their owners on outdoor 
adventures (booties, backpacks, water bowls, etc.), has begun to challenge the futures order 
model. (The company will be a featured case study in my forthcoming book about lean in the 
sporting goods industry.) Rather than shoveling several months of inventory onto its customers 
at the start of the season, Ruffwear ships smaller orders to its customers on a weekly basis. It’s 
also been taking on some of the fulfillment responsibility itself, holding onto more inventory and 
shipping orders directly to consumers from its warehouse. In exchange, it gets real-time 
consumer demand information from its dealers. Getting closer to actual consumer needs has 
dampened the huge fluctuations in demand, and that has enabled Ruffwear to work with its 
suppliers in Asia to deliver products in smaller batches more frequently.  
 
Most supply chain experts would go pale and sweaty at the thought of the expense of more 
frequent, smaller shipments. But Ruffwear has worked hard with its factories and logistics 
partners to keep shipping costs down. Dealing with many small shipments of product has 
lowered charges at its third party warehouses, since there’s less inventory at any given time.  
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Accounts receivable balances have plummeted while inventory turns have skyrocketed. 
Ruffwear has pulled off the neat trick of airfreighting products to its European distributor twice 
per week—and even while reducing shipment time from 4 weeks to 4 days, the company has 
actually lowered retail prices by 7%.  
 
One of the least visible (but most important) benefits of this switch from giant loads of futures 
orders to smaller batch sizes is the near-elimination of closeouts in the market. Neither 
Ruffwear nor its retail partners have to close out large volumes of products that didn’t sell 
during the season. With a clean distribution channel, it’s easier to introduce new products to 
the market: Ruffwear doesn’t have to compete with its own off-price items on the shelves, and 
retailers have the cash on hand to buy new, full-price products.  
 
Some caveats: Ruffwear is a small company (around $10M). They don’t have their own 
warehouses or their own subsidiaries around the world. Its business isn’t quite as seasonal as 
companies that manufacture, say, bathing suits or down parkas. However, the core principles of 
manufacturing and distributing products in smaller batches holds true for all companies. The 
specifics of how you manage it will be different, but the benefits will be the same.  
 
 
NOTE: As of this newsletter, I’m changing my corporate name from “TimeBack Management” 
to “Markovitz Consulting.” My new contact info is: 
 

www.markovitzconsulting.com 
dan@markovitzconsulting.com 

  
My new website won’t be live for another few weeks, but please update your address books, 
email clients, white lists, Christmas lists, etc. in the meantime.  
 
 

(Like this newsletter? Read my weekly blog post here.)  
 
 
 
 
 


